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PART 1
An Introduction to Evaluation

aVVr V/

This introdui non ro ev,alliation is intended to suggest dptitod(Jws evalnatiiril that ill
lit objectives ;hay w,int tll «insider. Soine objectives may seem so important that several

(iii htrcr viii liii 01 wolhOrlil will ht! liuSttitvFi iii lt the other extreme, sonic! ol)jectives !Tidy 5I5111
!;1),'t!( tO group's purpip;ii as to not warrant iiiluation at all. Moreovei

rl:Ay lii (iroiliql wortIni of evaluation eveiy semester, while others need evaluation only
every few years, Finally, an appropriate evaluation to. hnique may (tom mined hut the toi
may Ile toci ostly litioney, people Or tiniel to pill SM.

I. Measurement * or Indication **?

II Ow inenuml evaloation expected to pioduce an exact statement of ticcomplii,heent
h.ir an objective or implementation event, then it should lin lister.His Measurement, which would :mean
it is expected to hi' an accorate way of Twosuring the ohjective.

Rut ifi method does not measure the accomplishment of all of an objective, or if the method is not
telt to be completely aci urine, it should be listed as an indicator. This would mean that it (ley Taws
something ,ibout the accomplishment of an objective, but riot all that needs to be known.

II. The three general evaluation types are:

Internal data data that is already collected 01 .vhose olleirt ion can he set up as a
routine iteril..11 funltion. F.jxainples.

grade repkirts
enrollment figures
attendance counts for lihjriris, laboratories, of fices, social incl athletic events

ash register receipts
1111111ber of telephone calls
number of complaints, letters of commendation
number of donations, amounts of donations

responses from graduates, former students, present students, prospective
Auden ts, employees, advisory hoard members, and local residents can be solicited through
surveys conducted either regularly or occasionally.

3. Tests inental and physical skills, monorized information, and task performance can he
evaluated hy asking stidents, employees, etc, to answer questions or do a task,

Measiirement - used for those object:yes for which pre;lse quantitative and qualitative standards
can be determined.

** Indicators - used for those objectives for which some data can be ichintified which provide indications
of achievement.

III. How dependable are any of the above types of evaluation?

Their dependability is a function of how accurately data is collected, how appropriately it is analyzed
and how carefully it is interpreted. The number of people who call the college president to complain
or compliment luny be an important number, hut it can't be interpreted as an accurate evaluation'
of a t ti tudes throughout the community.
Similarly, survey responses may not be entirely honest, may not come from a sufficiently large
and representative group, or may not reflect an adequate understanding of the questions asked.

The validity and reliability of particular tests must be established here within the college. Tests raise
the additional problems of nervousness, illness, and poor test-taking skills.

Considering these drawbacks and other potential hazards, the first rule of evaluation, no matter what
method is used, is that results, even if expressed in exact numbers, are approximations. All too often,
however, this is forgotten, because the precision of numbers is intellectually seductive.



()lie way of ly4relimi the nal, )4t pvttio rum h redem I) to parti4 Mar set of number); is ti; use
acolnl)inatior? Im..thi id., t teierit tests tit surveys, combined will) 501110

iII

jd.)1.10 Ii Hilfd. 01, H ii ihriod till fl 0 if elYillifIgly
[40 ly,f,';1111'.

ittil the, than) e of a poorly um eived hr 44)listro ted f.v,1111,1t1011 rnt!thlid hcivitIli 1110
u»i) h elle) t.

liii, iith ii t) that they are confusing to work with, but perhaps our coping
.vvith s4r. 114 orif 'pool) will lead us 14) methods ol evaliratiori that wri trust as generally arc mato. -n-H:
alternative is to sear( h friiitley,ly tor sinyle answer; to I miplex questions,

IV. Conceptual Steps toward evaluation:

I. I I lit st t,l) is lefining tho ()hie) nor, the hoped.for end kisult. This process is aln-rady
undr.ir way .

the steps that lead to tt-le ()bier tiv) nord to be defined. The writing of "implementation
everm,"4 an lie seen as such a dr)finition.

Throughol it the raucess, defioition of implementation events needs to be reviewed,
,,inroan implementation event fitly a«.oniplished, may he found to he ineffective in
amplistaing the objective. Such review can be likened to dm formal process known as
"successive approximation",

d. Finally, the starting point or present level of a4c:ornplishrnent needs to be determined. How
many lipople begin a program, at what "entry lever?

V. Tactics for the three general evaluation types:

1. Internal chra (general information collecte(I on a regular basis) nmds to be presented
(leanly. Orm way of doing this is constructing graphs or other visual displays that rnay
reveal more thiin the numbers alone would.

2. Surveys are requests for information and attitudes. The considerations involved in
constructing and administering a survey that will be hoth valid and reliable are highly complex.

I' or ,11 titudindl mrsisurernent, three kichniques are generally ;accepted: Likert Scales,
Osgood's Semantic: Di f ferential, and Thurstone Scales. These te!chniques are explained
on pp. 17-21 of the Guide for Evaluation on reserve at each library.

For fiarther help on survey construction and administration, consult with the following deans:

Pete Hirsch Florissant Valley
Ron Lingle f\ilr,irtyy
Lana Weinbach Forest Park

Tests can he written, oral, or task...performance (or a combination).

a. Written tests, whether "objective" or "open-ended" demand that the test-taker respond
appropriately to a question or conimand, so the first requirement is that questions and
commands be clear and unambiguous. Test-takers should be led to believe that they
can perform well on the test; otherwise, their fears of failure inay obstrmt their doing
their best.

h. Oral and performance test questions or commands also need to be clear, but the
test-taker has an opportunity to request clarification when needed.

c. Performance tests (typing, shorthand, athletics, drama, laboratory technignes, etc.)
involve a problem that can best be described as "stage-fright". One way of reducing this
is to give several opportunities for the same test.

This discussion of tests is purposely superficial. Until more is known about test-taking,
caution must be the by-word in test-making.



In addition to the cle;ins mentioned above, the following people may be able to help with

test 1.onstri 1 tiljn

Phil CilrlinJ: l'orest Park
Bob Fiii.ficy Forest Par I,

Betty Duvall Florissant Valley
Jim Pierce Metairie(

VI. Specific Applications

It is difficult to r hoose collcge or program objective and suggest how it might be evaluated withoilt
seeming to be dii tating to the college ol program.

For suggestiGns that you _ire entirely free to reject, see the Guide for Evaluation,

pp. 29-42 program objectives
pp. 43-53 and
Appendix A college objectives

For mon:suggestions, it might be produrtive to invite a small group of people from other programs
within the rollerr or from other rollorjes to :jive their ideas on evaluating a specific objective. Those

guest interviews might tell a program or ( ()liege writing team how their objectives are being read
by others, and how others view their role in the total effort of St. Louis Community College.
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PART 2
Program Evaluation: Quantitative Methods

Janws O'Grady

INTRODUCTION
RH' t I of.,Mis handbook noted that smile program objectives inay seem so important that several dif ferent
valuation methods will he chosen, while at the 0111(mr imxtrome, sollli! program objectives may seem
so secondary or tangential to i lroiuli's riun lose as to not warrant evaluation at all. For those departments
who want to evaluate program objectives quantitatively, the following information covering problems,
levels of measurement, and specific examples, may be of help.

I. Problems with Quantitative Data

Human

1. Bias - Persistent error in one direction during the collection process.
2. Omission of important factor(s) - Omitting significant information.
3. Carelessness Error introduced through improper collection, analysis and interpretation.
4, Non-sequitur Ari inference that does not follow from the premises.
5. Non-comparable data - Comparing unlike measures.
G. Confusion of association with causation.
7. Poorly designed exper irnent.

Theoretical

1. Instil ficient data Adequacy of sample number.
2. Unrepresentative data Adequacy of sample relative to population.
3. Concealed classification Sub-groups in population weighting population.
4. Misleading totals - Combining unlike values.

II. Levels of Measurement

When data are being collected, the process of assigning a value or score to the observed phenomenon -
constitutes the process of measurement. The rules defining the assignment of an appropriate value
determine the corresponding level of measurement. The different levels are distinguished on the basis
of the ordering and distance properties inherent in the measurement rules. Knowledge of these rules
and their implications is important to the evaluator because various statistical techniques are appropriate
for data measured only at certain levels.
The traclitionj1-tassification of levels of measurement was developed by S.S. Stevens. He identified
four levels: nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio. A simpler classification than Stevens's is to divide
variables into quantitative and qualitative types. Quantitative variables are those for which a fixed unit
of measurement is defined--essentially variables at the interval and ratio levels. These are the
variables for which the most powerful and sophisticated statistical techniques have been developed.
Qualitative variables, then, are all others--narnely, those at the nominal or ordinal level.

Another distinction, which can be made based on levels of measurement, is between parametric
(or quantitative) and nonparametric (or qualitative) statistics. Nonparametric statistical procedures
require few assumptions about the distribution or level of measurement of the variables and may be
applied to nominal and ordinal data. The parametric procedures require more stringent assumptions
concerning the distribution of the data and are designed primarily for data at an interval or ratio
level of measurement.

Stevens's four levels of measurement and examples are presented as follows:

1. Nominal or classificatory class Measurement at its weakest level, where numbers or other
symbols are used to identify groups to which various objects belong. The scaling operation
is partitioning a given class into a set of mutually exclusive subclasses with no high or low point.
For example, we place graduates into distinct categories by program, Art, Business, etc. and
do not imply that one is "greater than" or "better than" the other.



Ordinal or ranking scale At the nominal level, objects ,n one category of a scale ilte
Ill Ire di tff:rent from the objeils in other categories Of that scale. At the ordinal level, the
objects are dif fetent and they stand in some kind of relation to them. TypiLal relatioin among

dri !. higher, moto preferred, more dif fir nit, mow disturbed, more 'nature, oti The
ordinal level does hove a Muhl mei lower point but lacks equal intervals. For exaeiple, Wr
may !ossify families of graduates a«.ording to socioeconomic slat upper, upcwi middle,
lower-middle, drld IMO'. \IVO know unly Ow ono is greater or lessor than another hut ;moot
say how mulch greater or lesser.

Interval Scale At this higher level of ineasuremont the chararaeristio.s of higner and lower
frOilltS ilre present and in addition the distances between any two nuuthers on the scale ar
of known si/o. However, the /ero point inch tho nnit Of measurement do! arbitrary, For
an acaderiliC grade point can be considered meas.arement oil the interval level.

4. Ratio Scale - At this highoSt level of measurement, all the characteristics of an interval scale are
present and in addition it has a true /ern point as its origin. Normally, per coot modsoros ;Ivo
on the ratio scalp.

Ill, Sample Objectives Measured at Differing Levels

Program Objective:

Levels of Measurement

Nominal

Ordinal

Interval

Ratio

To reduce the attrition To improve student

rate in the Art Program, appreciation of music.

Classify students by who

completed and did not

complete program.

Classify students by

indication of appreciation

or lacking an appreciation

of music.

Classify and categorize Classify and categorize

students not completing students who indicate an

program by possible appreciation of music by

variables, i.e., outside possible criteria i.e.,

employment, knowledge of composers.

'Less significant, significant, Completely unfamiliar,

and more significant. familiar, very familiar.

Evaluate and Categorize

students not completing

program by academic grade

point.

Evaluate students not

completing program by

student credit hours of

enrollment.

Evaluate students who

are unappreciative of

music by a score on the

MAT.

To serve persons

requesting counseling

services in a courteous

manner.

Surveys of students

will rate counseling staff

favorably on this

objective.

Surveys of students will

rate counseling staff above

average better on this

objective.

Inadequate, adequate.



PART 3
Introduction to Attitudes and Attitude Measurement

John Mukaveti

Some Definitions of Attitude

A. An ;mitotl c! is mcntol irtil ittiril shoe of roodiness, organized through experience,
influencing an individual's response to oil objects mod sittiotions with vihich it is related.

B. AN dttinldl! dn ioiioIt,rqoJvitIiittotiuiisvltioli predisposes d class of octions to)
por tiLular doss ot uio.iil sitUations. At ti tilde); have three components.

1. Cognitive orni.00norit - er idea M. concept
ex(imple: St. Louis Cormnonity College

2. Affective leiwtionol) component on evaluotive (good-bod) label
Ir.:ample. S t . Louis Community College is good ond voluable to the Lommunity.

3. Behavioral (.0i0)pon(Ont 1 prodisposi non to iiction (seeking-avoiding)
example: St. Louis Community College is good and valuable, Therefore, I
would probably support legislation whk.:h would provide more resources for
the College,

N.leastiring attitudes involves measuring statements about beliefs or categorizations (cognitive
) it )( orient), stateinents obotit et no bons arid feelings (af fective component ), arid statements

about actions (behavioral component). The predicted behavior is not guaranteed.

II. Functions of Attitudes (Why ineostore ot titudes?)

A. Attitudes help peOple to understand the world around them, by organizing, categorizing,.
and simplifying the complex and sometimes confusing input from the environment.
Attitudes provide an overlay of PREDICTABILITY to our world.

B. At tiRides help people to protect their self-esteern, by making it possible to avoid
unpleasant truths about themselves.

C. Attitudes help os to maximize rewards from the environment, since we get along best
with people who have attitudes similar to the ones we hold.

D. Attitudes help people to express their fundamental values (Where do you stand on the
abortion/right-to-life issue?).

III. Characteristics of Attitude and Behavior

A. Attitudes and behavior interact and are interdependent.

Attitudes and behavior affect each other and are af fected by each other. For example,
a student who has negative attitudes toward the study of philosophy may avoid lectures,
hooks, and courses which deal with the subject. If the student finds that he has to take
a philosophy course to fulfill a degree requirement, he may, through first-hand experience
with the subject, change his attitudes toward philosophy. He may sign up for another
philosophy class, do some outside reading, approach his other subjects from a different
perspective. The feedback.loop continues, as the student's attitudes change even more,
to the point that he recommends philosophy classes to his friends.

In an alternative example, the presentation of the philosophy class may convince the
.student that his original attitude was correct (the attitude is reinforced), and nO verbal
or behavioral change will result.

B. Attitudes and behavior are situation-specific.
In a classic example, hard-rock coal miners in Wi-..st Virginia demonstrated strong racial
prejudices above ground. Within the mines, though, discriminatory verbal statements
and overt behavior did not exist. The dangers of working in the deep mines and the
necessity for cooperation and trust produced a temporary situation-specific attitude change.

8



Allitlidi!!;n11' Married,

Attitudes an lie lin )(Willi arid liiiiiitiJ.0 tcoling to the prini iples of learning !hinny,
rod, hiflut thlkt(tiVoIii i1.11110111ltrithOU';, ox,imple, It 1 !4.4.:retarial program, a student

'tidy ..1110,v int re,e,onl formani e iii typing am! other lenaness cLe-,ses over a number of
semesters, It, hovever, the .alitlent', attitude tnward sei tetanal in clipation be( wow
and more negative because (It the impersonal and mechanical way the cnieses aw taught,
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of nine and money Cor both the student and the department irivolverl. Alternatively,
Om student lire; go into secretarial wink, enlImcaiise of intense negative attitudes, rim

!Join loft

At tithides prin.lispirse InAirivior along .1continouni, from
Givirlo simple statr),
stattnnents (ht statements merits akeit 10Proselyt 'wing
agreement or
rot (ignition

(if support future actions

IV. Measuring Attitudes

A, Soree quiinti ties to ( onsidei III it titude measurement

t. Magnitude - How riluch7
2. Frequency How many? How of ten?
3. Laftncy - How long would it take before some action occurs?
4. Extinction How long will the action continue, unreinforced?

B. There ilftl Indny techniques and instruments available for use in measuring attitudinal
objectives, Rating scales, questionnaires, check lists, and attitude loaded ohjective
rests inay be used. See the attached (Appendix I) Informal. Criteria for Attitude
Statements (Girod, 19731 for some guidelines in writing attitudinal
items. In general, first select major constructs, ideas, or concepts, then write as many
itpms115 possible related to those constructs.

Fxieinde Progran) - Management and Supervisory Development

Attitudinal Objective Description of Student
Behaviors

Methods of Evaluation and
Measurement

1.

nye attitudes toward

women and minorities

la.
Statements of willingness to

work wi th, promote, give

raises to, give increased

responsibilities to women

and minorities

b.

Staternents of willingness to

explore the problems women

and minorities have

historically had in industry.

la.

Before and after measurements

using Likert-type items

(always/never, strongly

agree/disagree).

b.

Use of Semantic Differential

Techniques to measure

changes in Ss concept

structure.

2.

Before and after use of a

rating scale requiring SS ,to

rank a series of activities

according to Ss willingness .

to participate in them.
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ills 1011111.(11 y for students to give the isissvvers they think Me

Make a ooliit of requesting honest, fiist impressios responses.
I HO on the evaluation instromi fits,

It kit all possible, maintain the students' anonymity. Insure their rights (I) privacy,
Attitudes are intimately held, arid will he more honestly divulged in min.
threatening situations,

Al fel natively, tell this students exactly what you are measuring and why, tell
them that ono of your objei tives is to change attitudes, and involve the students
directly in the evaluation process. If don sensitively, involveinent in the at ti hide
measurement procedure may (probably will) irs itself serve to change attitudes.

D. Ars example of 'an attitude eleasurem(nt study using the Semantic Differential
Technique (hypothetical)

1. Accordinsi to factor analytic studies originated by Osgood (1957), essentially
three major independent dimensiOns underlie the incianing of all ideas, objects,
concepts, etc. These are:

a. Evaluative dimension - An idea is good or bad, clean or dirty, fair or unfair,
honest or dishonest, beautiful or ugly, believable or unbelievahle.

b. Potency dimension - An idea is strong or weak, big or small, powerful or
powerless, heavy or light,

Activity dimension An idea is active or passive, hot or cold, fast or slow,
alive or dead.

2. The connotative meaning of an Object, idea, or concept can be mapped along
the three dimensions by using a series of nine or twelve bipolar adjective scales
('mod-bad, strong-weak, fast-slow).

3. Evaluative dimension bipolar adjective scales are used to measure attitudes. Since
this dimension accounts for over half of the variability in a factor analysis of the
meaning of concepts, reliable and valid conclusions can be based on the results
of the evaluative ditnension scores alone.

4. Osgood (1957) reports test-retest reliability coefficients of .85 tor meaning in
general and .91 for attitudes. In comparison with other attitude scales, Thurstone,
Guttman, and Bogardus Social Distance Scales, validity coef ficients of .74 to .82,
.78, and .72 to .80, respectively, were found (Smith, 1963).

5. A typical Semantic Differential, with instructions, may be found in Appendix II.
A more thorough discussion of the.Sernan tic Differential Technique is found in
Snider and Osgood (1969).

6. Hypothetical Example - The present investigation was conducted to determine the
feasibility of using Osgood's (1957) Semantic Differential (SD) in the evaluation
of proposed institutional goals and objectives for staff being developed at Tinpan
Alley Community College. Classified staff and administrators' attitudes toward
the following 12 college objectives were compared:

1) helping them develop a capacity for critical.thinking
2) helping them develop the ability to make independent judgments
3) helping them improve their capacity for planning
4) helping them improve their creativity
5) helping them improve their capability for communication
61 helping them with their career development
7) helping them develop an improved capacity for earning a living
8) helping thern improve their appreciation for points of view different frcm

their own

1 0



`)) helpmq them rfeyelop inifirOVrd ilt111100F; tOr rtliltillt) III 00101
110 iiiii)iltiIiFiiIIiIViiIViiIiiI}tiI ttirthot
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Three meaiiiiteS 111'111%01Ni tiy tlii 5Tt i iii were used It) tiotittlItitlo (1) tie trill:till
fitthlitt. of the two groups hiwald the nhiei oyes; (2) the ilitative and "credibihty"
(believability, probable success), of the tNII Ii (11' (MI), :Ind (3) if a

"i !edibility gap" exists, whethei there was a significant difference between the two gr)ups.

RESULTS

Part 1 Ruth ii, ituil slat f and administrators judged the proposed objectives favorably.
For lassifind staf f, attitudes woe signifh dully favorable (dif toren( from neutrality)
for all k.ibjectives except No. 11 Ireali/ing equal consideration), For administrators,
attitudes were significantly favorable tot ill objectives excent No. 4 (improve creativity),
No, 7 (improve capacity to earn a living), No. 11 (reafiling equal consideration), and
No. 12 (promoting particil1,111ye cltujsion-makInt1). Overall, administrators judged
all I 'twilit ives less favorably than classified stab. When the objectives WOrp ranked iirdiiiii
to their oilative importance for the two groups, lirqoclitfer.itr-irswi>iir found. The rank

orrelation of .1183 was not significant,

Part 2 For ,ill olitectives, classified staf I's "credibility" scores were less favorable than

"value" scores, and significant di( ferences were found for five Ohio tives. Administrators'
"credibility" scores were also less favorable thdn "value" sLores, and significant
differences were found for six objectives. Both classified sta f f and administrators judged
three objectives significantly loss credible than valitable.

2. !nat.:in(' independent judgements;
4. improving creativity:
9, improving ability for relating to other individuals.

Part 3 - Overall, the adininistrators' "credibility gap" score was higher than the classified

staf f for objectives No. 2, 3, 4, 7, B, 10, 11, and 12. Significant differences were found_
for objective No. 2 (developing the capacity for making independent judgments) and

three others approached significance. These appeared to be more job-skill related.

DISCUSSION

Generally, the results show that those persons responsible for developing college-wide
objectives at a community college face an unenviable task. First, administrators, who may
eventl rally be charged with implementation of the objectives, have consistently less
favorable attitudes toward them than do the classified staff. Second, the relative importance
of the objectives is greatly dif ferent for the two groups. A third ,indicat ion of possible
trouble ahead areffie "credibility gap" scores, which indicate a cynical, "it may be good,
but it will never woi* here" attitude. More prevalent among administrators, the scores
may point to long-standing behavior patterns which may be dif ficult to change.

In summary, the results support the continued use of the Semantic Differential technique

in the measurement of attitudes toward institutional objectives. Also pointed out were
potential problems caused by the conflicting positions of staff groups in the overall
evaluation and relative importance of goals and objectives, as well as the existing
"credibility gaps" associated with the objectives. The consistency of the results strongly
emphasizes the discimination and sensitivity of the SD technique in the measurement
of attitudes.

EXPECTED VALUE TO EDUCATORS

Given the current emphasis on evaluation and the movement in many areas of higher
education toward a management-by-objectives approach, it is critically important to be

able to evaluate staff, student, and community attitudes toward proposed objectives.
Without such an evaluation, the institution may move blindly forward, implementing
programs to achieve objectives which have little or no probablity of success due to a

10 1 1
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APPENDIX I

Informal Criteria for Attitude Statements

1. Avoid statements that may he interpreted in more than One way,

2. Avoid statements that ant irrelevant to tile psychological object under considration.
3. /\visiii statentents that ant likely to be undoised by altruist everyone Or by almost no one.

t1, Sdect statements that are holieved to cover the entire range of the af fective scale of interest.
5. Keep the language of the statements simple, clear and direct.

G. Statements should be short, rarely exceeding 20 words.
7. Each statement should contain only one complete thought.

8. Statements (test questions not the choices or answers) containing universals such as
all, always, none, arid never of ten in trothice anibigiiity and should be avoided.

Words such as only, just, merely, and others of a similar nature should be used with care
irid rnoderation in writirui statements (test questions).

10. Whenever possible, statements should he used in the form of simple sentences rather than in
the form of compound or complex sentences.

11. Avoid the use of words that ;nay not he 'understood by those who ilre to be given the coinplete scale.

12. Avoid the use of double negatives.

Gi rod, G. R. Writing and Assessing Attitudinal Objectives, Coluinbus: Charles Merrill, 1973,p. 55.

APPENDIX II

The purpose of this study is to ineastire the meaning of some of the college-wide objectives which
were distributed to all staf f members. Please make your judgments on the basis of what these things
mean to you.

At the top of each page of this booklet you will find a different objective to be judged. Under each
objective is a set of scales. Please rate each objective on each of these scales.

Here is how you are to use these scales.

If you feel that the objective at the top of the page is very closely related to one end of the scale, you
should place your check.mark as follows:

fair X :

or

fair

. unfair

unfair
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If you feel that the objective is quite closely related to one or the other arid of the scale (bet not

extremely), you should place your:chea-mark as follows:

strong X _ . wed k

or

strong _ : : : : : wea k

If the objective seems only slightly related to one side as opposed to the other side (but is not really

tral), then you should check as follows:

active .
passive

or

iwtive . : : X : passive

If you consider the objective to he neutral on the scale, both sides of the scale equally associated

with the objective, or if the scale is completely irrelevant, unrelated to the objective, then you

should place your check-mark in the middle space:

safe : : dangerous

IMPORTANT:

(1) Place your check-marks in the middle of spaces, not on the boundaries:

This Not This

(2) Be sure you check every scale for every objective - do no omit any.

(3) Never put more than one check-mark on a single scale.

(4) Make each item a separate and independent judgment.

Work rapidly. Do not worry about individual items. It is your first impressions, your immediate
feelings about the items, that are important.

The purpose of the college is to assist all members of the college staff to develop the best of their

human potential by: helping them develop their capacity for critical thinking.

1. Hard

2. Foolish

3. Honest

4. Bad

5. Valuable

6. Unbelievable

7. Strong

8. Unsuccessful

9. Fair

10. Passive

12
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Soft

Wise

Dishonest

Good

Worthless

Believable

Weak

Successful

Unfair

Active



PART 4
Evaluation of Support Department Objectives

Pam Swio ford

I. Introduction

A department that wants to evaluate the effo.tiviyiess of its services by finding out if n is accomplishing
its objo:tives !nay rely on informal feedlidck from other departments irnd individuals. A more accurate
evaluation, however, involves the use of ii iedsuriirnents and indicators.

In the context of the Participative Marmgemnt Project, a measurement is defined any behaviors
or data which directly identify effectiveness in achieving an objective. An indicator is defined as any
behaviors or data which indirectly imply progress in achiever nen t. In other words, ineasurements assess
the Objective itself, while indiczitors iissi!SSInniiiiions, events, and outcomes logi.:ally related to the
objective.

The evaluation of an objective depends in large part on how the objective is written. Generally
the less specific an objective, the more that indicators will have to be usKI as verification of
accomplishment. To derive a measurement, activities must be quantifiable and numbers ass igned
so that «miparisons can be made between the desired objective and the actual accomplishment.

Each department has the option of deciding which objectives can be specific, and therefore
measurdhle , and which cannot, or need not, be specific:. The following guidehnes are offered to
help departments roake that (Thcision by showing how an objective can be ineasured.

II. Writing a Measurable Objective

The first step is to state it clearly. A measurable ohjective:

1. focuses on results;
2. is realistic and attainahle;
3. establishes a quantitative standard to be rwhieved;
4. defines an "audience" or those at whom service is directed;
5. occurs within i specific period of time.

1. Focus on results

Initial attempts at writing obje(Aives of ten produce statements that focus on activities rather than
results. Activity-oriented statements describe functions rather than outcomes. Some examples of
activity-oriented staternents are:

To develop recri riunent materials for older adults.
To promote the economic:al acquisition of equipment and supplies.
To serve as a resource agency.
To create or assist in the production of instructional and/or communications media.
To provide means of motivation and reinforcement of instructional classified staff.

The first example is an objective written by the community relations department at the administrative
center. This statement and its subsequent revisions will serve as a rnodel to demonstrate how an
objective can be written so that elements leading to evaluation are "built in."

Tho simplest way to convert the focus of the statement To develop recruitment materials for
older adults from irn activity-the process of developing materials--to a result is to ask why the
activity is being done. The answer will produce a statement that begins to focus on results:
1st revision

To recruit older adults as students through direct mail rnaterials.

2. Make it realistic and attainable

Once the focus is on results, it is important that those results are realistic. An objective can miss the
mark in one of two ways: It can be written so narrowly that little energy is needed to attain it;
or the objective can be written so that it is impossible to reach.

The st3tement To recruit older adults as students through direct mail materials is too general for
assessment. It implies that all recruitment of older adults can be accomplished through direct mail
materials, which is unrealistic. A direct mail brochure is merely support for the work of college
admissions personnel, counselors, etc. But, a brochure can carry appropriate information and encourage
a positive response. The following statement is a realistic revision:
2nd revision

To gain a response to a direct mail recruitment brochure aimed at older adults.
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3. Decide on a quantitative standard

This is the point at whir h activities are translated int() numbers to aid in mrtasurement. The numbers

shot Id represent standard of ir.hievemerit desired for the objective. The statement o gain a response
to a direct mall recruitment brochure aimed at olcler adults is still vaglli ircs:a! Ise the dertrer: of response

is not indicated and ther r! is no i)atir fir measurement.

Dirr-ctanail marketing theory maintains that a response is exceptionally good . With this hatkground
nowledge, the r:ornmunity relations departinen&teds to doter inine a irertentage of responw that

will provide quantitative evidence of the el fectiyiTess of the brochures. The following revision might
satisfy these requirements
3rd rivisrorn

To gain a 4% response to a direr t ruail recruitment brochure aimed at older adults.

4. Define the audience

Support departments of ten have probleurs defining their audience. That audience could be as large

as .111 potential students in a community, or as ynall as office to-workers. Very large groups
rriw be defined or hroken into inanageable parts so that activities can be focused and results can be

lred. liii otci.r Air; is in the state:tient To gain a 4% response to a direct mail recruitment
brochure aimed at older adults need further definition. The following revision specifies the group:
4th r;!visirm

To gain a 4% response to d direct !nail recrilitment brochure aimed at 5,000 adults 60 years of

age and older.

5. Set a deadline

The only rnlement missing from the last revision is a deadline. The work of support departments is not
always easily or ganimed accorrfing to setnesters. Projects may begin and end at any time, and evaluation

may be an ongoing activity. Unless a deadline is set for achievement of a goat, implementation could
be dPlayed. The following revision incorporates a deadline:
final revision

To gain a 4% response by August 1 lii a direct !nail recruitment brochure aimed at 5,000 adults
60 years of age and older.

Ill. Mechanics of Measurement

Ooce an objective is properly written, the mechanics of measurement need not be dif ficult. There are

probably as many ways to derive indicators and measurements as there are support activities within the
institution. The three types of evaluation, described on page 2 of this handbook are
internal data, surveys and tests. Support departments probably will use internal data most frequently,
surveys occasionally and tests rarely in evaluation. When data for measurements must be derived from
the audience, "capturing" that audience could be a problem because of siie, mobility and infrequency
of direct contact. For this reason, evaluatory instruments may have to be built into administrative processes

To derive a measurement for the objective To gain a 4% response by August 1 to a direct mail
recruitment brochure aimed at 5,000 adults 60 years of age or older, the following procedures could

be used:

1. Include a self-addressed, postage-paid response card in the brochure. Count the returns.

2. Instruct the reader to call a special extension, i.e. extension A. Count the number of callers

who ask for that extension.

3. Compare the number of these responses to the total number of brochures mailed to derive

the percentage of response.

The metho',!s of measurement are limited only by a department's energy and available time. In most

cases, if the statement of objective incorporates the five requirements for measurabilityit focuses
UNIVESITy OF CA1.14-r) results, is realistic, includes a quantitative standard, defines the audience and sets a deadline--the

LOS NGLES
measurement is a logical outcome, rather than a mathematical mysterr:
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